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“d owe.ve had my face revised from time to time.) reads!), lifestyle, interactions, and everything in-
between that each woman old plenty of to keep in mind the Beatles needs. Leave it to the
inimitable Joan Rivers to tell the complete truth about how women feel when it comes to getting
older.ve got a lot of living left to do!and every'age group.the fight time has only begun.unless he
happens to be in the hay with you. In her own personable style, Joan Rivers presents a
distinctive, enlightening, and eventually uplifting take on every part of staying young. Grow up!” •
At fifty, confine your piercing to sardine cans and maintain your hair short. If you had been a
moron at twenty, you will be a moron at seventy-five.• You' That would mean I'We'• IQ does not
decrease with age.• A roll in the hay will keep the doctor away't Count the Candles offers down-to-
earth, sensible assistance on wardrobe, makeup, fitness, diet, surgery, sex (well, did you imagine
she wouldn't? Consider it from her' Don' They say that when you grow older, your sex existence
diminishes. Now, in this funny, captivating, and practical new audio, she shows every girl how to
be the very best she could be and stay youthful, healthy, and mellow at any'Joan Rivers (who
also else? In fact, Darwin would be pleased to know that my face is in a consistant state of
evolution.
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This is the real Joan Rivers While trying to escape the brutal warmth of the west coast kick-off to
fire season, I decided to pack this book with my holiday luggage, thinking I would get part way
through it.(it has nothing to do literal fire)I possibly could NOT put it down & I've several take-
aways out of this book that I will implement and some remain under consideration. This is a
good buy and you won't regret it.Although some things I found don't apply to my own journey(I
have to read the sex chapter again), I found the vast majority of this book extremely focused,
informative, well thought out, motivational and, of course amusing.captivating Why spend your
time bothering attempting to unnumb what can't be changed, I believe is what she probably
meant thus don't expect apologies.." moments w/ a lot of Joan's "jokes" that strike at the person
vs the inanimate I still can't make sense of or discover funny-maybe sometimes the items we
don't find funny are partly because some things leave us numb and what a dreary world this
would become if there weren't comics _occasionally_ showing the flipside and I tension
SOMETIMES. Worth it! I've read this book cover to cover 3x in a row, so relevant! You do not have
be considered a victim of anything never to like insult humor rather than to reduce how they felt
or pick out sides (i've acquired my own "wtf?.. She's not really the one who triggered the most
severe for the Ohio females & coherent humor that is, imho, the true Joan Rivers, who will always
do what she's learned works..... I would recommend this publication to any woman that has a
love of life about life and herself. Her wit was sharpened as an ice choose and she often utilized
it to skewer anyone who crossed her path. miss you Joan!Joan truly hits the idea from all angles,
throughout this reserve in a manner that anyone with a working human brain, a desire to take
inventory and switch what they decide they need to, can certainly find plenty of information to
start out or improve on the game plan with this one. I desire everyone would examine her
advice.Totally not really what I expected this book to be about and very grateful for it. although I
still couldn't pay attention to insult humor for longer than it takes to shut off it or go out, I don't
believe she's heartless, either). She loved reading it.With the largest shock being finding only 1
forgettable swear word, this reserve is an intelligent, compassionate reserve sprinkled with
honesty & Joan looks absolutely fantastic on the cover and I laughed, smiled, nodded my mind,
took notes and imagined that Joan Rivers was in front of me as I browse this great publication.it
would be Joan Rivers and Wendy Williams. you might want to read some of her other works that
are fiction. If, however, you're interested to broaden your life insight, you'll love that one!It's
validating, regardless of where your life is at and it's a keeper! Five Stars A MUST READ Buy this
book! This is not Joan's latest book and I have to confess I have got it twice! It is hilariously
funny and she gives very good suggest on many subject matter from interior design to dressing
to hair-styling to cosmetic surgery of training course. Joan is a hard working, warm hearted
person and she makes me laugh!I actually carried my own luggage along the way back again
after reading this, to see if I liked the theory because I understood why was not to save in the tip
but for me.. Whenever I want a 'lift' I look through this little reserve and keep it just to keep spirits
up! Joan Rivers is not only funny but witty and a real smart cookie Still reading, yet am enjoying
this book very much. Joan Rivers is not only funny but witty and a genuine smart cookie. Very
well written. Her guidelines aren't limited to the rich that may afford it, but smart alternatives for
everyone. 1/2. She did not disappoint!. This is one of the top three books written by Joan Rivers,
if you're thinking about it OBTAIN IT.I sincerely hope the kidnap victims who are feeling harm by
Joan, read that one and find the strength to forgive her comment through understanding. If
ANYONE understood about aging while staying relevant and stylish Mrs. She also discusses
dating, sex, fashion, clothing, makeup, home decorations, youth, health, exercise, positive
affirmations, sociable circle, retirement, keeping the mind sharp, and staying involved with all



generations.5*'s Uplifting! I do think all the ladies from Ohio and Joan, herself - share an
capability to survive, that is all over and inside us all, if we tap into it. Love
&--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Anyhow, this
book includes a tad of details that has already been updated by technology so if you could work
with it, you definitely have to stay current yet there's _not_ a such an enormous gap to create it
worth missing. Joan's Candles Bought as something special for my mom.The idea is to not
surrender from what hasn't, isn't and hasn't proven beneficial to anyone, don't expect what is
beneficial to be easy so when you need to go against the grain to fight a world filled with people
who do not get it, understand how and choose with best information out there cause it's your
daily life. Don't Count the Candles, indeed! Enjoy Joan's humor and advice. She gives useful
details regarding aging gracefully and searching your best. I anticipate reading more books by
her. Staying Young At Any Age group With Humor, Wit, Charm.. Lifestyle has been hard on her
behalf but she made lemonade from lemons. If I could have "kitchen table" talk with some older
women who have LIVED... If you're searching for a book filled up with comedy just, this book isn't
for you & I would recommend reading it if it is really popular out, in a sauna or while supper is
burning, too! I selected this reserve because I am a woman getting to a certain age and
attempting to discover what this fab lady had to state about aging. She is great in every
endeavors. finished it in 1 day &or consider writing more for those folks who can't continue or are
simply battle fatigued/gun shy by insult humor, to make sense of it, which she could be doing but
I'm both too busy and too gun shy to know about. She shares some candid personal stories
about herself and some people that she knows. Of training course she discusses the kindest
slice..I hope she'll rework some of her comedy into something generally, gentle
innuendo.cosmetic surgery. Rivers did. The humor and attitude holds true Joan Rivers! AN
INSTANT, Fun Read Joan Rivers was among the brightest and funniest comediennes I've ever
heard. This reserve made me think twice about whether or not to reconsider - it's that warm and
that relevant! This book is less a publication of Joan's unique make of humor and more of a self-
help book, Queen of Mean style. Joan provides us her best advise in the assorted aspects of
aging, or how exactly to do therefore without making a spectacle of yourself. Better suited to a
middle-age or old audience, Don't Count the Candles is certainly witty and entertaining, however,
not the laugh aloud rant I expected. Nothing at all deep or earth-shattering right here, I enjoyed
the book as an easy, fun read. glamour A glamorous read simply by Joan Rivers. So
Funny..-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Just an aside.
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